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NOVICE IN LED, TARGETING AT HARDEST BREAKTHROUGH

Mr. Chen Kueifang, founder of LEADRAY, was initially running business as a systematic 

furniture company, he seized the trend of LED by chance, witnessed the rapid growth 

of the industry, just like Moore’s Law describes. The illuminated efficiency of LED is 

keep improving, thanks to manufacturers’ striving in development, and we can have a 

clear view of unlimited developing potential and future from LED industry. Ever since 

Thomas Edison invented the first light bulb, lighting has played an important role in our 

lives, every country’s energy development start from here. Nowadays, however, in the 

time of draining energy, we focus on lighting’s development, because of energy, and LED 

was born. In order to respond the “Mercury Lamp Sunset Project” held by Industrial 

Technology Research Institute (ITRI), reaching better power management and application, 

nearly 700 thousand mercury lamps will be eliminated in this country. This gives a great 

boost for Taiwanese LED industry, providing verifying platform and opportunity for LED 

lighting. Chen, who was not initially trained for this region, chose street lamp as the 

point of getting into LED, mainly because of the issue of Chinese National Standard (CNS) 

No. 15233 standard, which is the world’s first standard, particularly set for street lamps, 

with this standard, everyone has a benchmark that judging if one’s product has reached 

certain standard, it is a guarantee and approval for every company. Moreover, since 

street lamps are used in public places, whether it is good or bad quality can be easily 

seen by public. In other words, this is a way that earns reputation rapidly, but highly risk, 

but once it is breakthrough, other problems will be solved in no time.

RELIABILITY IN THE FIRST PLACE, EVEN JUST CREATING

LEADRAY is the first one who comes up with the idea of separating light source from 

power control unit, and practices it in actual product. Because for most LED street 

lamp’s failure, the problem is the power converter, rather the light burnout, the original 

CNS 15233 regulates that both light source and power control unit should be attached 

together, if it fails, it will require overhead working truck to maintain it, this cause extra 

cost in after-sales service, and affects local traffic’s fluency, hence, LEADRAY has come 

up with another installation, by moving the power converter down to the base of the 

lamp. Besides the cost in maintenance, high-power light source comes with the defect 

of high heat, by moving power converter down to the base can increase its longevity. 

Lighting is closely linked with us, it can further proved when entering the time of 

intelligence, there is another benefit for isolating light source, which is street lamp can 

go even further, able to attach with intelligent control technology, becoming intelligent 

street lamp, or even base station for telecommunication etc., starting anew page for “New 

street lamp” generation.As for future street lamp, we have plenty of ideas, but no matter 

what they are, “reliability” is always the key, deciding whether it lives long in the market 



or not, thus, LEADRAY’s every developing base is high reliability in the first place, with 

that , we will have the chance to practice in the future.

EXCLUSIVE TECHNIQUES IS OUR KEY TO SUCCESS

In this hard and competitive LED industry, why LEADRAY, that is only 70 employees, 

can rule the LED street lamp market, with the record of over 50% market share, while 

surrounded by other companies? LEADRAY did it by means of holding their very own key 

techniques, established the best LED light source reversal radiation platform system, 

with the credit for highest stability of their product inside community. But Chen, who 

came up with this idea, was not a researcher that trained in this region, the eight-year 

R&D had plunged with huge money, just for the patent of radiating, because Chen clearly 

knows that only by holding patent skill of heat dissipating, it can shorten the volume and 

weight, decreasing production’s cost further, and this is why LEADRAY can win so many 

bids in street lamp purchasing. After successfully found the complex material that able 

to dissipating heat, LEADRAY has got patent certification from Europe, U.S.A., China 

and Taiwan, attracting CREE that looking for us, becoming strategic partner, ended up 

with the first solution provider in Asia-Pacific region. Besides the exclusive radiating 

technology, LEADRAY also owns special patents on the structure of the lighting, able 

to reach IP67 waterproof standard, thus, our street lamp works perfectly fine, after 

prolonged torture from the sun and rain, creating excellent yield rate.

ROOT IN TAIWAN, LIGHT UP THE WORLD

Since street lamp construction is a bidding that more local, relation with all circles is 

vital, besides price and quality. While being a novice in street lamp territory, LEADRAY 

had already aiming five domestic major dealers, and working closely with them, by 

providing high quality lamps, dealers help us create routes in local market. Besides, 

LEADRAY takes serious attention in after-sales service, any problems from clients can 

be solved in no time. Thanks to decent quality, we create stable customer source in a 

few years. But the key point is that LEADRAY’s emerging stock market plan is hatching, 

hopefully by letting our partner dealers purchase stocks, closing the distance from 

production, all the way to dealing, increasing their loyalty, creating stable coordination.

LEADRAY takes a broad view to the world, “Next up, light up the world!”




